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The architectural practice von Gerkan,  
Marg and Partners was founded by 
Meinhard von Gerkan and Volkwin Marg 
in 1965. Since its inception it has grown 
to include four additional partners, one 
partner for China, ten associate partners 
and more than 500 employees in ten of-
fices in Germany and abroad.

gmp is one of the few practices with a 
generalist position, which takes respon-
sibility for a project from the design idea 
and its realization right through to the 
interior design.

Their architectural interpretation is 
characterized by the Vitruvian ideals of 
solidity, longevity and beauty. Based on 
the understanding, architecture earns 
the quality of sustainability in the sense 
of permanence, when not only the cli-
matic conditions and the corresponding 

use of materials are accounted for, but 
also when the house, as an envelope for 
the diversity of human existence, is de-
signed in an obvious manner. Above and 
beyond these demands, they build in dif-
ferent cultural circles in accordance with 
certified guidelines and in consultation 
with the client.

In the past 45 years Meinhard von 
Gerkan, Volkwin Marg and their partners 
have planned and constructed buildings 
in most major German cities. They have 
designed small scale homes, hotels, mu-
seums, theaters and concert halls, office 
buildings, commercial centers and hospi-
tals as well as research, educational and 
sports facilities, buildings for transpor-
tation, trade and industry buildings and 
master plans.

The practice of gmp

Breimann & Bruun is  an international-
ly operating landscape architecture firm, 
founded in 1999 in Hamburg by Henning 
Breimann and Bertel Bruun. Our team is 
built up of a highly qualified profession-
als performing a large number of tasks 
in various areas of expertise within the 
classic field landscape architecture and 
beyond. Our projects range from pri-
vate estates over public parks and pla-
zas to urban developments. Preferential 

assignments are those who allow for 
creative an exceptional solutions.

Breimann & Bruun has collaborated 
with gmp architects as well as other 
architecture and engineering offices on 
large scape projects worldwide. In our 
collaboration we seek for integral con-
cept of landscape, architecture and engi-
neering, to create unique places around 
the globe.

The practice of
Breimann & Bruun

Hamburg
Berlin

Aachen
Frankfurt

Rio de Janeiro

Beijing
Shanghai

Hanoi
Shenzhen

Simplicity
Search for the clearest solution  

for your design.  
Strive for the best of simplicity.

Variety and uniformity
Create uniformity within variety.  
Create variety within uniformity.

Distinctiveness
Develop an identity of the design 

from the specific conditions  
of location and task.

Structural order
Render a structural order  

to the design.  
Organize functions  

as clear building forms.

The philosophy of gmp

10 offices in Germany and abroad.

The gmp offices

       »Our ideal is 
to design in such a reduced form,  
          that the results 
endure content and time.«
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National Museum of China Beijing
Construction period 2007–2011

Kunsthalle Mannheim Germany
At planning stage

Hanoi Museum Vietnam
Construction period 2008–2010
In collaboration with Breimann & Bruun

Cape Town Stadion Cape Town, South Africa 
Construction period 2007–2009

Grand Theatre Qingdao, China
Construction period 2005–2010

Estadio Nacional Brasília Brazil
Construction period 2010–2013

National Conference Centre (NCC) Hanoi, Vietnam
Construction period 2004–2006
In collaboration with Breimann & Bruun

Tianjin Grand Theatre Tianjin, China
Construction period 2010–2012

Shanghai Oriental Sports Centre China
FINA World Swimming Championships 2011
Construction period 2009–2011

           More than 350  
                      buildings completed.
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The concept

3.1 DESIGN FEATURES 3.2 BUILDING COMPONENTS 3.3 PLAN VIEWS
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View
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Park
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The New Gold Coast Cultural Precinct will be an attraction for 
visitors, a symbol for modern australian culture and an event lo-
cation for the citizens.  Landscape and cultural landmark buildings 
are designed in perfect harmony.

The design concept aims to offer a simple and flexible solution 
for the redevelopment of Gold Coasts cultural precinct. The main 
idea is to create an architecture made of the combination of retai-
ned building parts and new building parts, all of them under one 
new roof and behind a new façade; creating an integrated, modern 
building complex.

The functions and building components will be rearranged.  The 
concept can react flexible to future planning decisions since exis-
ting building parts can be retained or adapted. New ones are added 
to complement the functions. 
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Masterplan
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Amphitheatre

Riverside Plaza

Green Bridge

Ferry Dock 

Skyline Walk

Three disc shaped roofs of different heights and sizes hover over 
the buildings and complete the ensemble. Each one covers a main 
function: Living Arts Center, New Art Museum and Cinema. The 
shading roofs rest on irregular positioned columns.  Its metallic 
bottom surface reflects the surrounding landscape and skyline. 
The largest of the roofs is accessible to the public and offers a ma-
gnificent view to the surrounding artscape and skyline of Surfers 
Paradise. It can be used as an extraordinary event location in Gold 
Coast, ranging from open air cinema to stagings.

The architecture will be wrapped in a second skin; a new façade 
that covers each building volume like curtains. Construction, ma-
terial and color vary according to its use.
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Gold Coast Cultural Precinct von Gerkan, Marg
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Urban Context

The proposal forsees to retain the main theater and refurnish 
it to meet the new demands. The new cinema will obtain its own 
presence while still retaining the recent extension. The drama and 
black box theaters will be added as new building volumes to the 
Living Arts Center.

The Riverside Building will be retained and new building volu-
mes including the great hall, the galleries and theatrette create the 
New Art Museum.

The architecture is thus made of cubes in different sizes and 
heights. Creating also indoor and outdoor terraces for restaurants, 
bars, live music venues, etc.

The two building complexes form a new main entrance plaza 
towards which the City Council Building faces as well. The center 
of the landscape is marked by the large amphitheater and the up-
per terrace. This meeting spot, large enough for bigger events, is 
perfectly placed on the edge of Artscape and gardens. The stage is 
situated in the Evandale lake; designed as a cozy and calm location 
yet offering a spectacular backdrop view of the skyline.

Roof Top Plaza

New Art Museum Terrace
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Vision

Art and gardens have one thing in common - both are way 
more about what cannot be seen than the physical painting or 
landscape. Impressions and emotions that evoke in the eye of the 
beholder are in the focus of the artist and architect. 

A modern Artscape flows like a silhouette above the landscape, 
bonding the buildings and gardens with the city - a new, vibrant 
spot for residents and guests, a place open to everyone - precise 
in its shape, hard in material and colorful in its use. The tropical 
gardens – lush, green and quiet for contemplation are on a lower 
level. Intense plantings, trees for shade and intimate zones create a 
peaceful atmosphere. Most of the existing vegetation can be inte-
grated into the concept, to not start from scratch and loose many 
years of plant growth.

Parking is placed underneath the sloping western Artscape. 
Drop-off zones and building accesses are integrated into the land-
scape design. 

The design of the new Cultural Precinct interweaves the diffe-
rent functions as well as the existing buildings like the City Council 
into a modern and distinctive icon for the City of Gold Coast.

Roof Bar

Entrance Hall


